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ABSTRACT

How do you use imaging to analyse the development of the heart, which not only changes shape but also
undergoes constant, high-speed, quasi-periodic changes? We have integrated ideas from prospective and
retrospective optical gating to capture long-term, phase-locked developmental time-lapse videos. In this
paper we demonstrate the success of this approach over a key developmental time period: heart looping,
where large changes in heart shape prevent previous prospective gating approaches from capturing phase-
locked videos. We use the comparison with other approaches to in vivo heart imaging to highlight the
importance of collecting the most appropriate data for the biological question.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the molecular basis of heart development is essential to understanding and developing
treatments for congenital heart diseases. Thanks to external development, transparent embryos and
powerful transgenics the zebrafish has become an invaluable vertebrate model for the study of heart
development, as reviewed in [1]. Though simpler than the human heart (with only two chambers), the
zebrafish has many similarities and many models of congenital heart diseases are now available.

A key stage in heart development is heart looping — the morphological transition from a linear
heart tube to a multi-chambered heart. Heart looping is a dynamic process and 3D imaging of the
heart allows quantitative analyses of heart development during this crucial stage. However, building
up 3D videos of the heart usually requires the sequential capture of 2D images. In living zebrafish this
is impeded by the constant motion of the beating heart and, as such, constructing 3D videos that are
‘frozen’ at one point in the heartbeat is necessary.

1.1 Retrospective Optical Gating

One solution to this problem is to computationally post-process a video spanning at least one heartbeat,
assigning frames to known heartbeat phases — a technique termed retrospective gating, e.g.[2, 3]. In
order to reconstruct 3D data of the heart, videos spanning at least one heartbeat are captured at multiple
planes. These videos are then temporally aligned to ‘phase match’ the different slices. From this a 3D
reconstruction can be extracted.

As the acquired raw videos contain information about entire heart periods, retrospective optical
gating approaches are particularly suited to capturing 3D dynamics throughout a heartbeat, such as
calcium dynamics4. However, if the requirement is a heart ‘frozen’ at one phase, i.e. for long-term
developmental imaging, significantly more fluorescence images are captured than will be used leading
to damaging levels of bleaching or photodamage/toxicity in the sample.
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1.2 Prospective Optical Gating

Alternatively, our approach of prospective optical gating aims to predictively trigger image acquisition,
in a manner similar to using a real-time ECG, to capture frames only at the desired phase in the heart
cycle. We have previously shown how a brightfield channel can be used to track heart cycle phase
and predictively trigger fluorescence image capture on a light sheet microscope to provide high quality,
synchronised 3D stacks5,6.

This approach relies on a set of brightfield reference frames for ‘phase matching’. During development
the heart undergoes morphological changes and brightfield frames early in development do not bear close
resemblance to frames from later in development. This is particularly true for heart looping where the
heart undergoes a massive morphological change. New approaches must be developed that can update
these reference frames and maintain ‘phase locked’ 3D image capture over developmental time scales.

In this paper we describe a new approach for updating reference frames over relatively long time
periods that allows for constant phase locked 3D image capture over developmental time scales. This
approach builds upon retrospective gating concepts to provide a robust system for imaging the beating
zebrafish heart through development and also through repair and regeneration.

2. METHODS & RESULTS

2.1 Real-Time Phase Matching by Prospective Gating

For real-time phase matching we use prospective gating as described in [5]. Briefly, a high frame rate (80
fps) brightfield channel is compared to a reference complete heartbeat and assigned a phase. Forward
prediction is then carried out to accurately trigger the acquisition of a fluorescence image, one per
heartbeat, at the desired target phase. Fluorescent images are captured at the desired phase for each
plane within the heart to build up 3D data of the computationally frozen heart.

However, throughout development the zebrafish heart changes in size, shape and beat rate, causing
difference between live brightfield images and the original reference heartbeat. These differences lead to
errors in the prospective optical gating that will get ever larger when capturing over long, developmental
time periods (fig. 1).

2.2 Long-Term Phase Locking by Retrospective Gating

In order to successfully acquire fluorescence images at a constant target phase over long periods of
time, we need to be able to update the reference heartbeat images at regular intervals. Updating the
reference heartbeat allows the system to cope with changes in heart size and morphology that occur
throughout development. However, whilst selecting a new reference heartbeat can be done as described
in [6], we require a way to determine the equivalent frame in the new reference heartbeat that matches
the original, user-defined, target heart phase.

In order to phase lock across updated reference heartbeats, we use inter-frame correlation2 between
the current reference heartbeat, Ri, and a proposed new reference heartbeat, Rj . First, reference
heartbeats are re-sampled so that all reference hearts beats have an identical, integer number of frames
(RNi and RNj ). Then the relative phase shift between reference heartbeats, ∆φ, is determined as the
minimum value cross correlation between both sequences (computed in Fourier space for speed),

∆φi,j = arg min
φ∈N

(
RNi ? RNj

)
. (1)

To refine this shift to sub-frame precision we use V-fitting as described in [6]. This temporal alignment
allows for identification of the relative phase shift and hence the new target frame in the new reference
heartbeat. Note that this phase shift is in the range [0, N) and ∆φi,i = 0.
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Figure 1: a Brightfield images of the developing zebrafish heart at 2.5 dpf (left) and the same heart, at
the same heartbeat phase, a day later at 3.5 dpf (right). b Without updating the reference heartbeat,
changes in heart shape, size and beat lead to errors in maintaining the synchronisation at a specific target
phase (red markers); however, using retrospective gating to update the reference heartbeat minimises
these errors (blue markers). The grey band indicates the manually determined target frame for each
update (±1 frame). All values are relative to the manually determined target frame and converted into
radians for visualisation.

In principle, ∆φ between all adjacent sequences can be used to determine the global phase shift as
follows,

Φk =

k−1∑
i=0

∆φi,i+1. (2)

This global phase shift determines the position in Rk that matches the target frame for synchronization
in R0.

2.3 Drift Correction

One major source of error in the calculation of ∆φ is motion of the sample in the xy plane. This may
be due to growth or movement of the fish within the sample holder. Without correction for this drift,
the cross correlation will lose effectiveness due to a reduction in pixelwise similarity. This will lead
to errors in ∆φi,j which accumulate over time (fig. 2). Using the drift tracking incorporated into the
real-time phase matching, as introduced in [5], we are able to correct for drift between pairs of reference
heartbeats. With this correction such drift-based errors are minimised as demonstrated in fig. 2.

2.4 Minimising Accumulated Errors with Least-Squares Regression

Unfortunately, in practice, even after drift correction, accumulated, small, random errors mean that eq. (2)
is not robust enough for phase locking over developmental time scales, e.g. over a 24 hour period. Across
multiple synchronization resets Φk will include the accumulated errors of all ∆φ and the synchronization
will drift away from the target heart phase (fig. 3).

We protect against this accumulated error by incorporating relative phase shifts between historical
reference heartbeats into a weighted, linear least-squares regression to determine a corrected global phase
shift. This is analogous to the approach used in [2] for aligning planes. Reference heartbeats separated
further in time are given a lower weighting than those temporally close together as determined by their
cross correlation values,

wi,j = min
(
RNi ? RNj

)
. (3)
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Figure 2: Drift correction is important for the accurate determination of relative phase shift, ∆φi,j .
Without drift correction (red markers) errors accumulate over time; however, with drift correction (blue
markers) drift-based errors are minimised. The grey band indicates the manually determined target
frame for each update (±1 frame). All values are relative to the manually determined target frame and
converted into radians for visualisation.
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Figure 3: Least squares regression minimises accumulated errors in Φk. Without least squares regression
(red markers) errors accumulate with time; however, with least squares regression (Φ′k; blue markers)
these errors do not accumulate. The grey band indicates the manually determined target frame for each
update (±1 frame). All values are relative to the manually determined target frame and converted into
radians for visualisation.
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Figure 4: Combining propsective and retrospective optical gating techniques allows for phase-locked
imaging over developmental time scales. (a-f) Maximum intensity projections of 3D phase-matched
stacks of the developing zebrafish heart (2.5 dpf - 3.5 dpf).

From the resultant, overdetermined system of equations, we solve for the corrected global phase shift,
Φ′k, that most closely satisfies all the relative shift comparisons, ∆φi,j that we have made (fig. 3).

Solving this system of equations is actually non-trivial, since each equation for ∆φi,j has a modulo
N solution and standard linear algebra solvers are not compatible with modular arithmetic. If the
equations were to be solved naively, i.e. without modular arithmetic, the equations might be found to
be self-contradictory.

In order to address this issue, we precondition our equations by first solving only for nearest-
neighbours, ∆φi,i+1, c.f. eq. (2). This gives an estimated solution but one that is subject to the
accumulated errors described above. However, this estimate allows us to ‘unwrap’ all relative phase
shifts, ∆φi,j , into a self-consistent, global and non-modulo frame of reference, Φ′k ∈ [0,∞) where
Φ′0 = Φ0 = 0. These global phase shifts are then used to yield a correct target frame index in R′k that
is less susceptible to random variation over multiple synchronization resets.

The combination of prospective optical gating for real-time phase matching and prospective optical
gating for long-term phase locking allow us to capture in phase images over extended periods of times.
Figure 4 demonstrates this phase locking over 18+ hours across a key developmental phase - heart
looping.

3. CONCLUSION

We have previously shown the use of prospective optical gating with SPIM for the capture of 3D
fluorescence data of the living, beating zebrafish heart. However, until now it was not possible to
maintain synchronisation over timescales of an hour or more, due to changes in the appearance of the
heart. Here we have demonstrated the successful application of combining prospective and retrospective
optical gating techniques in order to update the reference heartbeat and phase lock between old and
new references.

We have described how a combination of drift correction, inter-frame correlation and least squares
regression can be used to accurately and robustly update the reference heartbeat and target frame. We
have shown that this allows for phase locked imaging over developmental time scales. In particular we
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have demonstrated the ability to maintain synchronisation over 18+ hours around the heart looping
stage of cardiac development in zebrafish.

This approach for updating reference heartbeats allow our real-time prospective gating system to
be robust to changes in heart size, shape and heart rate. However, using inter-frame correlation does
not allow for changes in heart rhythm and arrhythmia between heartbeats. Future developments of this
system will take inspiration from [3] to incorporate non-uniform alignment between reference heartbeats
for more robust phase locking.
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